
LEGAL BULLETIN

Wang Jing & GH Law Firm earns two awards for
winning a plagiarized game scene map copyright
infringement case
Recently, the case of copyright infringement and improper dispute of an Internet product
represented by the legal team of the Internet and High-Tech Department led by Mr. Yang was
awarded as one of the "2019 Lingnan Intellectual Property Litigation Excellent Cases" (2019年

度岭南知识产权诉讼优秀案例). This is also the second year that a case represented by Mr.

Yang’s legal team has been awarded the "Annual Lingnan Intellectual Property Litigation
Outstanding Case" (年度岭南知识产权诉讼优秀案例).
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Case Brief

The case involved the copying of game scene maps. Shortly after the launch of its mobile game “*尊”,

a Shenzhen company discovered that another web game, ”**桃花”, had copied the scene map of its

own game. After accepting the entrustment of the case on behalf of the plaintiff, Mr. Yang's legal team
brought the game publisher, a network technology company based in Shanghai, and its operator to
court, requesting the cessation of infringement and compensation for losses.
In the first instance of the case, the plaintiff, a Shenzhen company, won the case. The judge ruled that
the network technology company based in Shanghai and its operator had committed infringement, and
therefore the violation should cease and the economic losses compensated.
The defendant filed an appeal against the judgment. After the court hearing, the two sides reconciled
and the defendant agreed to comply with all the rulings from the first instance.

In both games, in the
background there are
the statue of a
goddess and a peach
blossom tree; in the
foreground there is a
flower-shaped stone
platform with green
decoration

Both games display
peach blossom trees
and a stone platform

Both games present a
polygonal stone
platform, with multiple
concentric circles
paved with long bricks
in the middle and
bamboo leaves on the
right

Both games display a
lotus pond with light
on top and dark on top

Some
examples
of
evidence
display
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Up to now, the Paris Convention has been a fundamental

convention governing the protection of industrial property

rights worldwide.

On March 19, 1985, China joined the Convention as a member.

According to information released by the State Intellectual

Property Office, the convention had taken in 177 members as

of June 9, 2017.

In 1886, 10 countries, including Britain, France, Switzerland,

Belgium, and Italy, signed the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, the first and still

dominant international treaty in the copyright domain. On

October 15, 1992, China joined the Convention as a member.

According to information published by the World Intellectual

Property Organization (WIPO), after joining of the Solomon

Islands, the total number of contracting states to the convention

reached 177 as of July 4, 2019. So far, international legal

systems have been established in the two major IP areas,

industrial property rights and copyright of literary & artistic

works.

In 1891, when France, Belgium, Spain, and Switzerland signed

the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International
Registration of Marks, parties to the agreement formed a

special union for the international registration of trademarks, so

that citizens of each contracting state can apply for trademark

registration with the International Bureau of the WIPO via its

governing institution at home, and thus the trademark of

commodities or services obtained in its country of origin is

protected in all other member states. China joined the union on

October 4, 1989. Information published by the World

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) indicates that the

sum of contracting states to the convention had amounted to

105 as of September 2019.

Difficulties and key points of agency work

As the attorneys for this case, Mr. Yang’s legal team provided a full range of legal services:
1. Since the plaintiff's game has changed its name, and the renamed game was published

later than the infringing game, the legal team notarized the content consistency and
relevant operation agreement of the two games to prove that they only had different names,
while the actual content was the same.

2. According to the record and recharge information of the game, the team locked the
publisher and operator subject of the case, and determined the identity of the defendant.

3. The infringement verification and comparison was the core focus of the dispute. In this
case, we showed the infringement information to the judge in the clearest possible way, in
order to facilitate the comparison. The visual collation and display of the infringing materials
was more conducive to the judge's understanding and confirmation of the infringement
facts.

4. Calculating the compensation amount is often a difficult problem in such cases. After
proving that the plaintiff's game was a great success with a large income and popularity
from the opening service of the plaintiff's product's official website and the operation audit
report of the product, the legal team provided the compensation basis for losses.

Emblematic Significance

This case is a typical infringement case in the game field. The game involved has a certain market

popularity, and the infringing game caused huge economic losses to the plaintiff. In this case,

based on the actual situation of the case, the lawyer team presented the plaintiff's views to the

judge in a visual way, including the original basis of rights, the comparison of tort facts, the

compensation amount basis, etc., which relevantly contributed for the judge to understand the

facts of the case. Through the efforts of the legal team, not only the plaintiff’s legitimate rights and

interests were protected, and the economic losses recovered, but there was also a very positive

effect in the order of fair competition in the game industry.



A team led by Mr. Wang Jing, which has rich

experience in foreign-related legal issues, have joined

and started a strategy reconstruction with Grand &

Holder Law Firm.

The name of the new firm is Wang Jing & GH Law Firm,

which is a full-service firm with more than 70

experienced practicing lawyers. Wang Jing and GH

Law Firm now covers such practice areas as

commercial litigation and dispute resolution, admiralty

and maritime, cross- border investment and M&A,

international trade, real estate development and

construction, corporate governance, banking and

finance, urban renewal, TMT, commercial crimes,

intellectual property and taxation.

Address: 14th Floor, Central Tower, No.5 Xiancun

Road, Zhujiang New Town, Tianhe District,

Guangzhou, Guangdong, P.R. China

For more news follow us on:
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If you want to know more about Intellectual Property protection measures for your business
in China, please contact Wang Jing & GH Law Firm. (The official website is being updated.)

Contact e-mails: fornari@wjngh.cn
web@wjngh.cn


